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The pitches of the presenting companies made at the 2020 
Investment Day and the company synopses contained in 
this booklet are the respective companies’ own and not OGCI 
Climate Investments’. OGCI Climate Investments makes no 
representation as to the accuracy of pitches and synopses 
and the inclusion of a company in the 2020 Investment 
Day and/or in this booklet does not indicate OGCI Climate 
Investments’ (or any member of OGCI Climate Investments’) 
support of or intention to invest in any particular company. 
Each potential investor or customer of a company should 
conduct their own analysis and due diligence and come to 
their own conclusions regarding investing in or becoming 
a customer of a presenting company or other company set 
out in this booklet. Similarly, each OGCI Climate Investments 
member company makes its own determination as to 
whether to separately invest in or become a customer of a 
presenting company or other company set out in this booklet.
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#2020INVESTMENTDAY

The Oil and Gas Climate Initiative is 
a CEO-led consortium that aims to 
accelerate the industry response to 
climate change.

OGCI Climate Investments is a $1B+ fund 
that invests in solutions to decarbonize 
sectors like oil and gas, industrials 
and commercial transport. We look 
for outcomes that reduce methane 
and carbon dioxide emissions, and 
that can recycle or store carbon 
dioxide. Achieving significant impact 
requires global implementation and 
commercial frameworks; at OGCI 
Climate Investments, we collaborate 
with innovators, investors and 
governments to fund and implement 
impactful solutions.
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Why? The climate challenge

Data from IEA WEO 2017
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Around 75% of 
anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas 
emissions are 
estimated to come 
from activities in the 
energy, industrial, and 
transport sectors. 

Invest in innovative 
low-carbon
technologies 
& solutions.

Impact at 
global scale.

How? We work with you
Implement our 
solutions with OGCI 
members and our 
external network.

Reduce methane 
emissions during 
the production, 
delivery and usage 
of oil and gas.

Reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions
by increasing 
energy efficiency 
in power, industry 
and transport.

What? Our outcomes
Recycle carbon dioxide 
produced during 
power generation or 
industrial processes 
by using it in products 
or storing it (CCUS). 
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ALL TIMES APPROXIMATE - PROGRAM SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Monday, March 9, 2020

OGCI Decarbonizing O&G 
Investments Day @ CERAWeek
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OGCI Decarbonizing O&G 
Investments Day @ CERAWeek

AGENDA

Webinar Opens

Moderator - Susan Kish, VP Strategic Marketing, OGCI Climate Investments

Welcome - Pratima Rangarajan, CEO, OGCI Climate Investments

Pitch 1 - Qnergy, Ory Zik, CEO / Pitch 2 - Valence Natural Gas Solutions, Stewart Wilson, President

Q&A Qnergy 

Q&A Valence Natural Gas Solutions

Pitch 3 - CleanDesign, Joel Donen, CEO  / Pitch 4 - Climeon, Laure Mora, Regional Sales Director

Q&A CleanDesign

Q&A Climeon

Pitch 5 - EcoVapor Recovery Systems, Michael McMahon, CEO / Pitch 6 - WestGen Technologies, Connor O’Shea, Co-Founder & President

Q&A EcoVapor Recovery Solutions

Q&A WestGen Technologies

Pitch 7 - GTUIT, Brian Cebull, President & CEO

Q&A GTUIT

Closing Remarks
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5 PRESENTING COMPANIES

CleanDesign Power Systems Inc.
Ontario, Canada  
2017 
5   
Joel Donen  
joel.donen@cleandesign.ca 
+1 647 927 6527   
www.hybridrig.com   www.cleandesign.ca

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

CleanDesign Power Systems Inc. (CleanDesign) was founded in 2013 to develop and manage clean energy assets with 
compelling returns for customers and investors. What makes CleanDesign unique is knowledge about project finance 
to drive scalability, coupled with expertise in controls and automation, digitization of data, AI & machine learning, 
and power equipment engineering to measure, de-risk, and enhance performance ($ and CO2) of clean energy 
technology. 

CleanDesign’s first product is a hybrid battery energy storage system and engine automation upgrade for drilling rigs 
in the oil and gas industry.

ENGINE AUTOMATION + ENERGY STORAGE = HYBRID RIG

CleanDesign’s hybrid Energy Management System 
(“hEMS”) is a battery energy storage solution combined 
with advanced controls for engine automation. 
Gensets are turned on and off automatically so that 
drilling rigs optimize fuel consumption and minimize 
CO2 and emissions. Stored energy provides more 

power than a single genset and allows enough time to 
start and warm-up a genset when needed.

hEMS also provides power for a rig to continue drilling 
ahead and avoid downtime in the event a genset fails. 
Data monitoring provides customers with insight into 
their entire power generation system to validate best 
practices for maintenance and performance.

Technology/Product Summary:

Field results are published in the SPE/IADC white paper: 
World’s First Hybrid Drilling Rig - Paper # SPE-199573-
MS. Results were achieved on a rig operating for EQT 
Corporation (EQT) since July 2018 and the hEMS unit 
continues to operate for EQT. 
 
Customers also receive a comprehensive audit file 
to verify fuel savings and calculation of reduced 
emissions.

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
Oil and gas producers pay a day rate where fuel 
savings create immediate positive cash flow.

Fuel savings range from 110,000gal to 200,000gal per 
rig per year. hEMS can also be used in place of a 4th 
genset upgrade for producers to save costs.

CO2 savings range from 1,100 tonnes to 2,000 tonnes 
per rig per year. Emissions (e.g. particulate matter) are 
also reduced by >40%.

hEMS increases dual fuel substitution by optimizing 
load and handling step changes in load. This further 
improves fuel savings when gas blending is available 
to the rig. 

1. OGCI member companies and other producers often have contact people for onboarding new technology. Meeting 
these contacts is valuable for discussing and advancing projects.

2. In late 2020, CleanDesign is planning its Series A equity round. CleanDesign has received interest from initial 
contacts with OGCI member companies and CleanDesign welcomes meeting with additional OGCI member 
companies, OGCI Climate Investments, and other investors about the Series A round.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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Climeon
Stockholm, Sweden  
2011 
96 
Laure Mora 
laure.mora@climeon.com 
+46 70 721 35 13 
www.climeon.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

Climeon is a clean energy company headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and founded in 2011. The company’s unique 
technology, the Climeon Heat Power System, converts low-temperature waste heat and geothermal heat into clean 
electricity. Climeon’s ground-breaking Heat Power technology reaches 50% higher efficiency than other solutions 
on the market within the operating temperatures, while creating a smaller carbon footprint from manufacturing. 
The company has gained customers such as Virgin Voyages, SSAB, Maersk, Viking Line and Cooper Östlund, and 
collaborates with Breakthrough Energy Ventures, one of the leading clean tech fund backed by well renowned 
entrepreneurs such as Bill Gates, Mukesh Ambani and Jeff Bezos.

The Climeon Heat Power technology efficiently 
transforms low temperature heat into clean electricity. 
The Climeon HP150 module can produce net 150kW from 
a heat source between 70 and 120°C, at an efficiency 
above 10%, which is unrivalled on the low temperature 
market. The key for high efficiency at low cost and 
compactness is a thermodynamic (Organic Rankine 
Cycle) process which operates at low overall pressure 

and partly under vacuum. This has previously been 
considered too difficult e.g. because of the risk of air 
ingress. Our concept uses a range of new patented 
developments e.g. for condensing and air removal. 
Our solution is modular and can be deployed quickly, 
reducing project development risks and reducing time-
to-production. 

Technology/Product Summary:

The Climeon Heat Power module has been used for 
waste heat recovery commercially in the steel industry 
and in the maritime industry since 2015. Since then, the 
technology has been deployed by several international 
maritime customers, including Virgin Voyages and 
Maersk. Climeon has one geothermal power plant 
operational in Iceland since 2018 and currently four 
more power plants are being built in Iceland and Japan. 
During 2020, Climeon will also recover waste heat from 
power plants based on gensets. For the Oil & Gas industry 
there are many application areas. By repurposing waste 
heat from co-produced fluids, Climeon can produce 
clean electricity in-situ on operating oilfields and thus 
reduce the carbon footprint of the production. It can also 
repurpose ageing assets into a geothermal powerplant, 
hence avoiding the cost of decommissioning and 
turning a cash sink into a cash generator. 

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
In the US alone, about 0.6GW is available through co-
produced fluids. 0.6 GW power produced 24 hrs/day, 
365 days a year with a 97% up time, represents 8497 
hours working per year, which amounts to 0.6GW * 8497 
= 5,100GWhrs. This alone represents 3.6 millions tons of 
CO2 savings per year. 

8.3 million barrels of oil consumed for the whole 0.6GW 
(37800 tons of product) = 220 barrels of oil saved per ton 
of product, 135MWH per year saved per ton of product 
and a 10% energy saving in the waste stream. According 
to a University of Alberta study, there could be more 
than 5GW capacity in low enthalpy co-produced fluids 
in North America alone.

Climeon is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market in Stockholm, Sweden, and has a strong shareholder base 
with several international institutions. However, we believe that there is large potential for our technology within the Oil & 
Gas industry and to fully approach this sector we would like to partner up with an investor with a clear Oil & Gas profile. 

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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EcoVapor Recovery Systems
Denver, Colorado
2010
25
Michael McMahon
mikemcmahon@ecovaporrs.com
+1 844 663 5273 (ext. 101)
www.ecovaporrs.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

EcoVapor Recovery Systems provides technology and engineering solutions to pressing oil and natural gas production 
emission problems. The engineering team has designed, developed, tested and commercially launched the patented 
ZerO2 tank vapor recovery system that helps oil and gas producers affordably reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 
flaring less. EcoVapor team members assist oil company environmental and production managers to adopt alternative 
approaches to improve asset economics and to lower the environmental impact of their production operations. Trained 
technicians help install, commission and maintain the systems to ensure 99% of harmful emissions are eliminated. By 
flaring less and capturing gas, produced volumes are increased so the system pays for itself in less than a year.

ZerO2 units function as a reactor for the catalytic removal 
of oxygen from natural gas streams by passing the gas at 
an elevated temperature over a catalyst bed. The system 
provides better control of tank pressures to limit fugitive 
emissions from thief hatches, leaks, etc. The patented 
ZerO2 tank vapor recovery system treats 100% of the tank 
vapor gas to reduce, and often eliminate, the need to 
flare or combust gas by providing a gas stream that 
meets pipeline specifications. The technology ensures 

emission compliance and reduces 99% of harmful 
volatile organic compound (VOC) and nitrogen oxide 
(NOx) emissions. Competing methods and technologies 
(gas blankets, vapor recovery towers) capture fewer 
vapors, result in regular flaring of downstream tank 
vapors, and incur higher operations and maintenance 
costs. ZerO2 units pay for themselves in less than a 
year because the flash gas and natural gas liquids are 
captured for sale rather than flared or combusted. 

Technology/Product Summary:

Shell’s Amir Gerges states, “Shell has reduced flaring 
in the Permian Basin by 80%. EcoVapor’s ZerO2 oxygen 
removal system has played a key role in our flaring 
reduction efforts.”  After initial trials, Shell engaged 
ZerO2 units with capacity of 20.4 MMscf/day by late 
2019. Currently, oil and gas companies are employing 
more than 100 ZerO2 vapor recovery systems in the 
most active US basins. EcoVapor’s proprietary real-
time monitoring system documents 99.5% equipment 
uptime. State regulators allow oil and gas companies 
to fast track permitting when they install emission levels 
mitigation technologies, including EcoVapor’s ZerO2 
system. And because emission levels are significantly 
lowered, more wells can be drilled, completed and 
produced on the same wellsite to reduce finding and 
development costs.

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
Each EcoVapor ZerO2 E300 unit processes 300 Mcf/
day of vapor, which represents a reduction of 
approximately 13,840 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) equivalent per year - equivalent of emissions 
from approximately 3,000 cars. For a typical 2,800-BTU 
gas stream, US EPA greenhouse gas (GHG) equivalency 
calculations estimate that the ZerO2 system results in 
0.169 metric tons of CO2e captured per thousand cubic 
feet processed at a cost of $0.81 per metric ton. This 
nominal cost is more than offset by the increased sale 
of hydrocarbons (primarily NGLs), which are diverted 
from the flare and injected into the sales line. In Q4 2019, 
4,400 metric tons of CO2e emitted were avoided each 
day,  equating to 1.6 million tons per year. Since tank 
vapors account for more than 60% of wellsite emissions, 
adoption of ZerO2 technology on a wide basis helps oil 
companies significantly reduce GHG emissions.

EcoVapor values the interaction with OGCI Climate Investments, OGCI member companies and affiliates as a means 
to accelerate the widespread adoption of this technology, which can make a significant contribution to reducing GHG 
emissions. EcoVapor welcomes the opportunity to discuss strategic partnerships with interested parties. EcoVapor is 
seeking a strategic partner to accelerate growth.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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GTUIT, LLC
Billings, Montana 
2011 
62 
Brian Cebull 
bcebull@gtuit.com 
+1 406 867 6700 
www.gtuit.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

Founded in 2011, GTUIT has become a leader in the engineering, manufacturing, and operation of mobile and modular 
solutions for processing raw, associated natural gas in the oil field.  The company has established itself as a preferred 
mobile gas processor to the largest operators in the Bakken Shale and DJ Basin and is finalizing contracts to expand 
into the Permian, where operators are expanding their focus on ESG initiatives in addition to the environmental and 
economic benefits of increased utilization of field gas to displace diesel in their operations.  GTUIT’s proven innovative 
technology and comprehensive service is the key to unlocking the environmental and economic value of associated 
field gas.  

GTUIT designs, engineers, and manufactures 
proprietary equipment to process rich associated 
wet gas directly at the well site.  GTUIT’s products are 
mobile and modular, making the equipment suitable 
for multiple gas conditioning applications regardless of 
the inlet composition, temperature, or pressure of the 
gas.  Combining modularity with mobility allows GTUIT 
to match system capacity with peak initial production 
rates and remove capacity as production declines.  
The equipment is mechanical refrigeration based 
technology with several proprietary design advantages 
that separates the natural gas liquids (NGL’s) from 

the residual gas and allows the operator to achieve 
maximum value from both streams. GTUIT’s proprietary 
combination of dehydration, flow control, compression, 
mechanical refrigeration, and advanced automation 
produces consistent results that are independent of 
the inlet composition or ambient conditions. This ability 
to produce consistent conditioned gas is critical for 
reliable CNG, LNG, dual-fuel, and power generation 
applications, and is vastly superior to traditional Joule-
Thomson based fuel conditioning systems whose 
output quality varies greatly with ambient conditions 
and inlet gas composition.  

Technology/Product Summary:

GTUIT’s equipment has been operating and producing 
since 2012 and has successfully treated wellhead gas 
and commercially supplied gas for wellsite CNG, LNG 
and power production projects. GTUIT currently has a 
fleet of 48 mobile processing systems ranging in size 
from 250 MSCFD to 3000 MSCFD and has processed 
over 25 BSCF of natural gas, recovering over 2 million 
barrels of NGLs.   

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
GTUIT offers customers gas processing equipment 
through a full service plan at attractive costs. In 
addition to the NGLs produced, the conditioned gas is 
now ready for beneficial use and can reduce CO2 by 
approximately 26,691 tpy per 1 MMSCFD of treatment.

GTUIT is currently engaged with a Houston based investment bank to bring in a large institutional sponsor to replace 
our original angel investors which include the Caterpillar Venture Fund and high net-worth individuals. As part of this 
process, we are seeking a co-investment using a convertible note type structure to fund immediate expansion of our 
current fleet as we establish operations in the Permian Basin.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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Qnergy Inc.
Ogden, Utah
2013 (Ricor Generation Inc)
45
Ory Zik
ory.zik@qnergy.com
+1 617 943 3215
www.qnergy.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

Utah-based Qnergy is a growth-stage company that provides reliable remote power for the 0.5kW-10kW range. 
Qnergy focuses on helping companies, mainly in the Oil & Gas sector, improve operational efficiency, decrease costs 
and reduce emissions. Qnergy proves that the Stirling engine can compete as one of the world’s most reliable power 
generation technologies and be an instrumental part of mitigating methane emissions. Qnergy’s Stirling engines are 
enclosed systems which requires no lubrication or oil change. These systems require nearly no maintenance or repair, 
delivering tens of thousands of hours of uninterrupted operation. Customers install PowerGen to gain control on their 
prime power source, while reducing GHG emissions. 

Qnergy’s lead product, the PowerGen, is a Stirling-
based power generator that requires little 
maintenance and can generate electricity using 
any high-temperature heat source, including 
unprocessed field gas. One of the applications of the 
PowerGen is the CAP5 (Compressed Air Pneumatics 
Five Horsepower), which enables the replacement 
of methane emissions through bleeding pneumatic 
devices with instrument air.

Qnergy’s proprietary mechanical design is fully 
validated. In the summer of 2017, NASA issued a 
press release stating that the free piston design that 
Qnergy uses is the most reliable heat engine ever 
invented. In addition, Qnergy developed proprietary 
hardware and software that control the engine, its 
fuel consumption, stroke and outputs. The PowerGen 
is remotely monitored and can be controlled from 
anywhere in the world.

Technology/Product Summary:

Qnergy’s market introduction was a ‘textbook case’ of: 
test –> buy –> repeat -> bulk. Since then, the company 
grew 300% y/y, mainly through repeat orders from large 
O&G multinationals. 

Hundreds of Qnergy’s Stirling generators are being 
used today, achieving more than a million hours of 
low maintenance operation in just a few years. The 
systems are deployed at pipelines and on well pads 
to power ancillary systems such as SCADA, battery 
charging, lights, security systems and energy-
intensive glycol units, chemical injection and water 
treatment operations. The fastest growing application 
is generating compressed air to replace methane-
emission through pneumatic devices.

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
The PowerGen is priced competitively depending on 
size and features. The value proposition is Q>G (Qnergy 
is greater than the Grid). That is: Qnergy is not only 
better and cheaper than all remote power alternatives, 
Qnergy is as stable and reliable as the electrical grid 
(often better) but avoids the long and costly permitting 
process. A typical PowerGen operating and driving a 
single phase 3HP compressor will provide instrument 
air, electricity and heat, while emitting only 28 tons of 
CO2 per year. The unit will abate about 326 tons of CO2-
eq of methane. Thus, the conservative net emission 
reduction using Qnergy’s compressed air solution is 
about 300 tons of CO2-eq per PowerGen per year.

Qnergy is looking for growth capital in the range of $6m to $10m from investors that understand the energy sector, 
primarily Oil & Gas, and are committed to promote solutions to the methane emission challenges of the sector.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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Valence Natural Gas Solutions
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
2013
45
Stewart Wilson
swilson@valencengs.com
+1 403 463 1653
www.valencengs.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

Valence provides mobile flare gas capture, gas processing and CNG transportation solutions both for producers 
needing access to markets where pipeline capacity does not exist, and to energy consumers seeking to displace 
diesel or propane with more economic and cleaner burning natural gas.  We enable new markets for natural gas 
through mobile infrastructure. 

Valence, formerly Ferus Natural Gas Fuels (CNG), LLC, has been in operation providing complete Flare Gas Capture 
services and CNG fueling to Oil & Gas and industrial customers across North America since 2013.

Valence’s Mobile Flare Gas Capture and CNG System 
is the only full-stream flare capture solution that is 
completely mobile, integrated with fixed midstream 
infrastructure, deployable in days, and economically 
competitive with traditional midstream pipe and 
processing infrastructure.

The system involves the processing of natural gas into 
subcomponents and the handling of methane, natural 
gas liquids such as ethane, propane, butane, etc, and 
the compression of natural gas to CNG pressures for 
transport and sale to fueling and pipeline markets.  The 
NGL’s are transported to midstream facilities for further 
processing and eventual sale to markets.

Technology/Product Summary:

Valence began deploying its Mobile Flare Gas Capture 
and CNG system in 2013 in the North Dakota Bakken, and 
has since developed and refined the technology with 
several of the top-10 producers in the Bakken.

Deployed in mulltiple locations throughout the 
Bakken, to date the system has captured over 2 BCF of 
otherwise flared gas and in turn delivered that gas to 
fueling markets displacing over 20 million gallons of 
diesel and propane.

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
The Valence System can provide a complete capture 
solution for flaring and fuel cost savings within the full-
stream value of the otherwise flared gas.  The solution 
can also provide temporary stand-alone midstream 
services at cost-competitive rates until traditional 
midstream capacity arrives.

Each Flare Gas Capture system, when paired with the 
downstream displacement of diesel and propane in an 
operator’s own operations can reduce CO2(e) by 20,000 
to 40,000 tons per annum, and between 10,000 to 15,000 
tons per annum each as a standalone unit without 
distribution to diesel and propane markets.

The company has established a strong business platform through 8 years of operation, customer base development 
and technology development and progression, and is now seeking resources of around $100mm+ for the expansion of 
our Mobile Flare Gas Capture platform throughout oil and gas basins.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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Westgen Technologies Inc.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
2019
7 FTE
Connor O’Shea
connor.oshea@westgentech.com
+1 403 456 2155
www.westgentech.com

Location of HQ:
Date of incorporation:
Number of employees:
Contact name:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

Westgen has developed patent pending technology to enable cost effective power generation in the previously 
unavailable range of 5 kW to 30 kW on remote wellsites, and packaged this technology in a modular remote power 
generation and air compression offering. Westgen’s first product, called EPOD, is designed to eliminate methane 
venting, and comply with new and emerging methane regulations while reducing capital and operating costs for 
wellsite operators.

Westgen has developed proprietary technology to 
overcome the two traditional limitations associated 
with low power range reciprocating internal 
combustion engines: maintenance interval and 
wellhead gas capability. Westgen developed the 
EPOD, a cost effective 6, 20, or 30 kW remote power 
generation solution which powers an instrument air 
compressor – providing an economic solution to 
supply high pressure air to wellsite pneumatic systems, 
eliminating methane venting and thereby reducing 
wellsite emissions by 99.5%. 

EPOD is designed as a turn-key module which on new 
wellsites will replace several traditional components 
such as power generation, the e-house/MCC,  injection 
pump solar power packages, and glycol heaters. By 
combining common components into a modular shop 
fabricated package, EPOD reduces the overall capital 
cost of building a new wellsite compared to traditional 
designs.

Technology/Product Summary:

EPOD #1 was deployed to northern British Columbia, 
Canada in early December 2019. This EPOD is supplying 
electricity and instrument air to power a three well 
pad using wet gas from a separator on the wellsite. 
The unit was subject to design conditions in January 
2020, when temperatures in the region dropped below 
minus 40 Celsius causing liquids to drop out of the fuel 
gas. The EPOD functioned as intended and continued 
to provide uninterrupted high quality power with no 
voltage or frequency irregularities. Many pads with gas 
pneumatics and pads with larger generators in the 
region had upsets (which are common during periods 
of extreme cold) resulting in production deferment. 

Technical Validation/Deployments/
Use Case: 

Cost of Product and Business Case/
GHG Impact:
Westgen estimates that a typical new 6 well pad vents 
around 2,900 tCO2e/yr. with gas pneumatics. After EPOD 
installation, methane is replaced with compressed 
air in the pneumatic systems, eliminating methane 
venting. The EPOD generator in this case emits 13 tCO2e/
yr., amounting to a GHG reduction of about 99.5%.

The base model 6 kW EPOD can reduce capital cost for 
a new wellsite compared to traditional designs. In some 
jurisdictions the EPOD offsets carbon tax or generates 
carbon credits. The EPOD reduces operating costs by 
eliminating the need for fuel gas to be used (vented) 
by pneumatic devices. EPOD can reduce production 
deferment by providing reliable power and clean dry 
instrument air to pneumatic devices. 

The remote power generation gap and the practice of using gas to actuate pneumatics is present in onshore oil and 
gas operations globally. Westgen is seeking a strategic mutlinational partner to support international growth through 
financing, deployment trials, and technology / product design improvement support. Westgen plans to rapidly 
expand to international markets including deployment of the first unit in the United States by end of 2020. There are 
opportunities to improve EPOD technology and optimize the integrated design for the unique needs of each basin.

What is sought from OGCI Climate Investments and other potential investors: 
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